Poll Optimistic on Berlin

(Continued from page 1)

It Depends on Russia

"Yes—The West should recognize and negotiate with East Germany" seemed to be an original suggestion, as was "send the Tech cooks!"

Two modern language students engaged at lastly having a class number, used this opportunity to show off: "NEV" (no in Russian) and "Warum Sicht? Doh!" ("Why not? Certainly!"

in German).

The Third Side of the Question

Then, of course, there are issues every news survey, there were answers from people who don't keep up with the news:

"Berlin, what?"

"I don't know. What's the Berlin question?"

"There is no Berlin question; it is a figment of Khrushchev's imagination."

"Du-wat issue?"

"Irving Berlin was never, never will be violent."

"Who's violence? I know it is a figment of Khrushchev's imagination."

And, of course, this immortal comment:

The "Only E! Society get in few good punch?"

"Only if violence arises in some other area."

"Only if we give it away."

"Only if Khrushchev agrees to use only 10-megaton bombs."

"Only if Harvard selects."

"It Depends on Russia" However, in the midst of the confusion there were some who took time to seriously consider its stakes involved: "It depends upon Russia, but we shouldn't act in any circumstances, not on the people of Berlin."

Although I believe some incidents will probably take place, I don't think real violence will result from the crisis (at least yet before the summit) of which I expect very little.)"

Russians Already Given

Upper Hand

One discussed the situation at length: "It is cliché to say that there is no Berlin crisis, because both sides have said that they are in the right. It is a shame that certain diplomats saw fit to give the Russians, already at that time proved liars, the upper hand."

However, despite this, there will be no violence since even a knife stab can soon multiply itself into full-scale war. The U. S. could stop all this nonsense by encouraging an economic blockade of the U.S.S.R. This is a peace-time weapon far more powerful than K's big mouth.

The Young Republicans had their say, too: "Ill by settle? you mean appease; then the answer is yes. Otherwise, no Goldwater in '64!"

Use Of Force Inevitable

As one student said, "Peasally. But if not, there should be no hesitancy in taking up arms."

Others agreed: "No, if America is to 'keep face' with the world!"

"That's tantamount to asking whether there will be a third World War, and I, being perhaps doggedly pessimistic about the future of this crazy world, say NO to both." (Perhaps this contributor, being the doggedly pessimistic creature that he is, meant to say "Yes, there will be a third World War."

Talisker Outlook

In sharp contrast, the following was offered: "If Berlin is a girl and violence a boy, he's obviously necessary for solution."

Another attempt at humor ran like so: "Maybe. See next week's sheet for solution."

There were several which were rather nebulous, and the Tech staff is still trying to decipher "Second the motion."

This one seems a bit self-contradictory: "No, the responsible government leaders realize this is the time for a show of force, while mass feeling tends away from war hysteria."

Perhaps it is only fitting that this article be brought to a close by quotes from people who should know: "Yes" and "No," signed, respectively, Nikita Khrushchev and Mao Tse-Tung.
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